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Nanda\Hobbs is thrilled to present artist Kim Leutwyler with a collection of six new works portraying
queer womxn, including those who are cisgender, trans, non-binary & gender diverse.
This exhibition is a preview of Leutwyler’s large body of work being created for a solo exhibition to
coincide with Sydney Mardi Gras Festival in February 2021. This exhibition was made possible when
Leutwyler became a recipient of the ANZ + Sydney Mardi Gras Community Grant.
Leutwyler will host a Q&A with several of the sitters, inviting the community to start a dialogue around
queer feminist representation in activism and the arts. Sitters include Writer, Actor and DJ Faustina
Agolley, Rapper and multidisciplinary artist Jamaica Moana, Tomboy pop Musician HANDSOME and Poet
Lucy Elizabeth Christopher.
Viewers can immerse themselves in an augmented reality experience using smartphones or tablets.
Imagery and sound will float in the room around the paintings, including video interviews with the portrait
sitters, still images of important moments from their lives, time-lapses of the portraits being painted,
audio soundscapes and more. Leutwyler’s ‘sitters’ each engage with the politics of identity, community
and activism in their own unique way.
Even today, queer exhibitions are quite rare—there have been a total of under 50 in museums and major
art institutions across the world. Leutwyler has come to focus on painting as a medium, using historical
norms of portraiture to upend heterosexual norms of identity and sexuality.
Born in America, Sydney-based Kim Leutwyler migrated to Australia in 2012. She works in a variety of
media including painting, installation, ceramics, printmedia and drawing. Leutwyler holds concurrent
bachelor degrees in Studio and Art History from Arizona State University, and additionally graduated from
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago with a Painting and Drawing degree.
Leutwyler’s artwork has been exhibited in multiple galleries and museums throughout Australia and the
United States. Some of her recent accolades include being selected as a finalist in the Archibald and
Sulman Prizes, the Churchie national emerging art prize as well as the Portia Geach Memorial Award.

Augmented Reality Experience

To activate the augmented reality experience...
open your smartphone camera and scan this
QR code to direct you to the Artivive app.
Alternatively, download the app from the App
Store or Google Play.
Whether you are looking at the artwork online
or in the gallery, simply view the work through
the Artivive app and the augmented reality will
come to life.
Imagery and sound will float in the room around
the paintings, including video interviews with
the portrait sitters, still images of important
moments from their lives, time-lapses of the
portraits being painted, audio soundscapes and
more. Leutwyler’s ‘sitters’ each engage with the
politics of identity, community and activism in
their own unique way.

AGOLLEY
2020
Oil on canvas
101.6 x 101.6cm
$5,000

AGOLLEY

Faustina Agolley’s work includes hosting flagship music program Video Hits, The Voice and
the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras. She made her stage debut with Sydney Theatre
Company and Melbourne Theatre Company’s co-production of the Molière award-winning
play, The Father alongside theatre luminary, John Bell and toured Australia and New Zealand
as Oprah Winfrey’s resident DJ her ‘An Evening with Oprah Tour’. Faustina has written on
queer issues for Women of Letters (Penguin), Huffington Post, Sunday Life, Queerstories and
The Wheeler Centre Gala. Faustina’s most recent work, Sam, explores loss, grief and her
African identity, and is part of the first collection of African Australian stories in Australian
Letters called, Growing Up African in Australia. Faustina is a graduate of Media and
Communications at The University of Melbourne and Media Studies at RMIT University.

HANDSOME
2020
Oil on canvas
61 x 45cm
$1,800

HANDSOME

HANDSOME is an artist crafting a mix of Tomboy pop and brooding electronica, based in
Sydney, Australia. The bold and new sounds announce a celebration of self-expression and
carefree creativity, but is still accompanied by obsessive perfection.
The name HANDSOME is a nod to her queer identity and is inspired by strong friendships,
falling in love, kissing girls and defying people’s expectations of who they want you to be
and celebrating who you want to be.

JAMAICA MOANA
2020
Oil on canvas
45 x 61cm
$1,800

JAMAICA MOANA

Jamaica Moana is an artist, rapper & writer of Māori (Ngāpuhi/Tainui) and Samoan descent.
Spiritually entwined with Hokianga and Waikato in the Motherland of Aotearoa, whilst
currently walking the land of the Gadigal people. Jamaica infuses the extension of her own
vision of movement & culture into her work.

LUCY
2020
Oil on canvas
101.6 x 76.2cm
$4,500

LUCY

What do you see? How does it make you feel?
I don’t think I would be honouring myself or this portrait if I were to dictate what you are
seeing. Because nobody has the power to manipulate a vision. We see what we want to
see. We feel sensations as they rise. We form questions and ideas naturally when space is
allowed. And to be honest, I want to give you that freedom to envision. I write purely for
the unequivocal part of me that won’t surrender unless I do. And I have never really fallen
into a category that could encapsulate who I am, therefore I honestly struggle to attempt
a synopsis of the self. So it’s simple. I just want you to take what you want. I just want you
to feel what you feel. Because we are boundless. Limitless. Endless. Infinite. And most
importantly. We are here.
Merci, Lucy.

NEWSHA AND SABRINA
2020
Oil on canvas
122 x 91.5cm
$6,000

NEWSHA AND SABRINA

Newsha is an eccentric colourful toucan of a human being. Despite her sparkly exterior,
she enjoys dabbling in spooky shit, dark literature, and brooding thoughts while staring
upon the horizon. She enjoys meditation, the real house wives of Beverly Hills, and cooking
flavourtown food for her wife, sister, and dogs.
Sabrina is a dirty martini connoisseur and lover of gothic antiques. A cross between Bella
Lugosi’s Dracula, a noble wolf, and a vicious chihuahua, Sabrina values heart, courage, and
honour above all.

TAY
2020
Oil on canvas
101.6 x 76.2cm
$4,500

TAY

Tay Haggarty is a Meanjin (Brisbane) based artist who identifies as a non-binary dyke. They
currently use they/them pronouns and enjoy hiking, growing things from seed and learning
new knots. Their art practice explores how reductive forms can be used as an open field
to reflect upon personal and shared experience. These investigations take the form of
collaborations, performances, video, installation and sculpture. They are also one half of the
collaborative art duo Parallel Park.

SWITCH
2020
Oil on canvas
101.6 x 76.2cm
$4,500

SWITCH

Elise Leutwyler is an artist living in Portland, Oregon. She creates art and toys meant to
inspire the same whimsy that comes so easily to our inner child.
Elise is also Kim Leutwyler’s little sister!

ANNA
2020
Oil on canvas
76.2 x 76.2cm
$3,700

ANNA

Anna Pye…
Lover of Bubbles, Rainbows, Pusay cats and Puppies too.
I am a 50 something transgender Lady.
Most of my life living under a cloud of miss understanding and self rejection till about 6 years
ago at 51 with an interesting twist in my life, Anna was welcomed to Sydney and the world.
My Loves of Tech and Cars plus my job makes me a total geek but I SO have a twist !!
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